Greek Council Minutes
April 26th, 2012
Meeting opened at 7:05
S12-011

Attendance:
All here
Alternate Senator
Congrats all the new Greeks
Fashion show May 3rd Farrell Theater at 7pm $1
21 & over social May 3rd Cinco De Mayo
Vote on April 30th for student senate Ebord 11-3pm in Farrell

Senator:
Congrats new Bro’s and Sisters

CS Coordinator:
Luminary Production at Legion Field on April 27th contact Elizabeth 8pm-finished
  Filling bags with sand and candles
Relay dinner clean-up April 27th
  8-10pm need 5 people
Fleischmann flood clean up
  May 5th 10am village parking lot *transportation needed* filling up cars with volunteers
Spring Clean up
  May 5th 2-4pm Gazebo in village square by the bank Elizabeth Sova contact Cleaning up
litter free t-shirt and refreshments as many as possible
Cemetery Clean up May 5th
  Meredith Street contact Ed Conway 746-7032
  9-12 need 3 people
  1-4 need 8 zombies!
Recycling in South hall May 11th contact Christina Viafore
  12-3 with 5 spots
Handed out Hours
Hand in hours by Monday Morning April 30th
Sofa:
TKE and DTG fined $60’s by May 3rd
Email rosters to CM4 by next Wednesday May 3rd before 5pm and save it some were so that next
semester it will be able to be handed in easier

Treasurer:
Budget proposals are due by May 3rd at 4pm and must be signed

Secretary:
Send me your Photos! Remember the rules! NO BEER CANS, NO SOLO CUPS, and
NO HAND SIGNS!
Greek Week Schedule
Sunday May 6th banquet
Tuesday May 8th game 7pm
Wednesday May 9th Lip sync/Talent
Friday UDE-Fest
Sat/Sunday- TDX Softball tournament

Vice President:
No report

President:
Congrats
In the rock garden there used to be a Greek unity rock maybe who wants to design it talk to Jordan Hernandez

Advisor:
John will be at relay for most of the day to set up and stuff if you need him
Please come down for a little bit even if you’re not signed up
NO ALCOHOL or Substances at the event
Wrist bands will be at the pavilion not at registration for food!
Thank you Photography Club to take photos for us
TDX Christian is the Greek of the week for volunteering
Vote on Monday please don’t forget
Congrats new kids!

Committees Reports:

Community Service:
There will community service May 9th picking up cigarette butts on campus more info next week

Events:
We meeting after this don’t leave

Finance:
No report

Standards & Tradition:
Nothing

Recognition and Retention:

Still aren’t meeting

Old Business:
More nominations

Alternate Senator:
DOE Dillan Vasquez
UDE Shaliqua Jones
TDX Vincent Abate

Senator:
BKX Chrissy Romano
SOE Justina Lopez
KOI Nichol Ilucci
TDX Kyle Echevarria

Community Service:
UDE Jamilha Henry
OXO Jodie Shook
KOI Simone Rose
TDX Justin Garretto

SOFA:
DOE Stephon Bartholomew
MIU Megan Behn
ZDT Nty Diakite
UDE Mariel Garay
KOI Erica Zappia
ZPO David Chen
TDX Jordan Zisken
OXO Kaela Horohoe
TKE Ryan Vanlooy

Treasurer:
TDX Christen Herra
TG Brendan Weinstein

Secretary:
UDE Nicole Hamilton
TDX John Cullen
SOE Samantha Muelthaler
ZDT Jessica Scalise
LIU Luis Rosario
KOI Taylor Bunn

VP:
TDX Matt Murray
LIU Jose Barajas
DOE Luis Samuel

President:
TDX Arvin Tangalan
DOE Anthony Carrasquillo
ZDT Candice Parkinson
LIU Jose Salcedo (Jos-B)

New Business:
NONE

Open Discussion:
LAU- what’s up with the book?  
Were still talking about it – Greek council  
TDX adopt a spot sign is missing from the rocks where is it?  
SOE – Status on the clean up on the Route 10 Rocks, you have to fix it yourself at your own time and not campus property really and can’t really do anything official sorry that it happened though

Announcements:  
New Siblings  
Email to KD7 by Saturday at 4pm

*BDE DOE*  
*Meeting Closed at 8:45pm*